Host Tim says:
As each wake up in a room they had only previously imagined confusion sets in.

Host Tim says:
Are they dreaming? Or...?

Host Tim says:
<<<Begin Mission>>>

Bob says:
::wakes up::

Pam says:
::rubs her eyes and yawns as she begins to wake up::

Kate says:
::Wakes up and rubs her eyes::

Host Doc says:
::wakes up in strange quarters::

Kate says:
Self: Coffee...where’s my coffee...

Robert says:
::wakes up::

Bob says:
::this doesn't look like my beautiful house......    ::

Brett says:
::Wakes up, sits up and looks around, confused::

Heike says:
::turns around and sleeps more::

JM says:
::Wakes up... but he is still groggy. He doesn't open his eyes and tries to get back to sleep since his alarm clock didn't ring yet::

Kate says:
::Sits up, eyes still closed, gets out of her bed, and tries to walk to where the kitchen should be...::

Pam says:
::sits up still yawning:: Self: What day is this anyway? ::looks over next to the bed for the clock::

Brett says:
Self: What the...?  ::Shakes head, tries to figure out if he's still sleeping::

Host Doc says:
Self: What the....where am I?

Robert says:
::hits the snooze button and goes back to sleep::

Edward says:
::wakes up...and stands, he is with one eye open and goes to the bathroom::

Host Doc says:
::looks out window to see space sky::  Self: Ok...what is going on?

Bob says:
::thinks this is really strange.. am I awake or still asleep, this looks like something from a TV show::

Host Doc says:
::looks around room and sees no wife or kids::

Kate says:
::Hits what seems to be a table and falls over:: Self: there should be any thing to hit there...

Kate says:
::Opens her eyes::

Bob says:
::gets out of bed.. is there a closet here... looks around::

Host Doc says:
Self: Looks somewhat familiar...but just can't place it yet.

Brett says:
::Sits on the edge of the bed and thinks::

Computer says:
Pam: It is Stardate 10111.18.

Heike says:
::asleep again::

Pam says:
::looks around and suddenly jumps up:: Self: Ok, what's going on here? Sara, where are you? ::runs to what looks like a door::

Host Doc says:
::still pretty dark in room, looks for light switch::

Robert says:
::hears the snooze go off::

Kate says:
Out loud: where am I....this isn't my room...

Bob says:
::Ok, here's a uniform in the drawer, ugh, engineering yellow.......   well, lets look at the pips... hmmm LCDR, so a senior engineer or maybe the CEO::

Edward says:
::he is at the bathroom and starts a sonic shower::

Host Computer says:
Doc: You are aboard the U.S.S. Gryphon.

Host Doc says:
Computer: The WHAT?

Host Computer says:
Kate: You are in your quarters.

Bob says:
::pulls the uniform on, it fits surprisingly or maybe not so surprisingly::

Host Doc says:
::runs into a chair in the dark::  Self; Where is the d.... light switch?

Brett says:
::Gets up and checks out the rest of the quarters.  Gets more and more confused.  Wonders where the wife and kidling are.::

Kate says:
Out loud: Who’s there, come out....::Sees what looks like a window...

Bob says:
::well, lets try this out::  Computer, what ship is this?

Host Computer says:
DOC: You are aboard the U.S.S. Gryphon.

Pam says:
:;pounds on the door:: All: Let me out of here!!

Robert says:
::hits the snooze off and gets out bed and hits his foot against something that should not be there::

Host Doc says:
::shakes head::  Self: Ok...loosing mind now

Host Computer says:
Bob: The U.S.S. Gryphon.

Bob says:
::Okie dokie::

Robert says:
::screams:: What the!

Bob says:
::heads for the door, it swooshes open as expected::

Heike says:
::rolls over and falls out of bed::

Host Doc says:
::has pajamas on::  Self: Great...no clothes...now what.

JM says:
::Opens his eyes and sees that he is no longer in his room::

Kate says:
::Goes over to the window and take a good look out side:: Wow..

Bob says:
::heads along the passageway, looking for the magical TL door::

Robert says:
::fumbles around for his glasses::

Host Doc says:
::tries something::  Computer: Lights.

Heike says:
Self: Ouch!

Robert says:
::puts on his glasses and looks around::

Host Computer says:
ACTION: LIGHTS COME ON IN DOC'S QUARTERS

Bob says:
::finds one and it opens as I approach::

Brett says:
::Tries out the shower, no water, has a completely unsatisfying sonic shower.::

Host Doc says:
::freaks a bit::  Self: Ok.......

JM says:
Self: Where am I?

Host Doc says:
::gets up and looks for a closet::

Heike says:
::crawls back into bed and pulls the blanket over her head::

Kate says:
Self: Where am I....

Bob says:
TL: Bridge.

Pam says:
::calls out:: Self: Will someone open this stupid door?

Bob says:
::waits as TL does its thing

Host Computer says:
JM: In your quarters.

Robert says:
::looks around::

Robert says:
::pinches himself incase he is dreaming::

Edward says:
::Self: No water. Something is wrong::

Host Computer says:
Pam: Define which door please.

JM says:
Out loud: Who said that?

Host Doc says:
::opens closets and sees only uniforms::  Self: Starfleet uniforms?

Kate says:
::looks around the room, and sees what looks like a closet, all most all uniforms....

Pam says:
:;jumps:: Self: Who said that?

Robert says:
Anyone: Where am I?

Host Doc says:
::looks around for Candid Camera::

Bob says:
::exits the TL after it comes to a stop and the doors open... gazes around in awe at the Bridge, thinking, too bad this isn't a GCS or an SCS::

Brett says:
::Wonders if Trish set him up for an episode of Candid Camera.::

Heike says:
::wonders shortly why the kitty hasn't come to check the noise yet::

Kate says:
Self: When in Rome... ::Puts on one of the uniforms::

Host Computer says:
JM/Pam: This is the vocal response from the ship's computer.

Brett says:
::Thinks they should really be loving the shower scene then.::  ::Grins::

Host Doc says:
::sees that the uniforms have Captain's pips::  Self: Cool...wait, am I in command?

Pam says:
::looks around the room:: Self: Computer? What ship?

JM says:
Computer: Define who I am.

Host Doc says:
Computer: Who is in command of the USS Gryphon?

Bob says:
::sits in the BIG chair::

Host Computer says:
Pam: The U.S.S. Gryphon.

Edward says:
Computer: Why is it not water?

Bob says:
Computer: What is out present course and destination?

Heike says:
::shrugs and closes her eyes again::

Pam says:
Computer: That's silly. There is no such ship, it's just a name from a computer game.

Host Computer says:
JM: Internal scans suggest you are LCDR Michael Taylor... voice is not recognized.

Robert says:
::sees a dresser in the corner and opens it up::

Host Computer says:
DOC: Capt Sean O'Mallory is in command.

Kate says:
::Gets dress and looks for the door::

Brett says:
::Exits the shower and looks for some clothes.  Finds Klingon garb which is far to large.  Puts on the pants and tunic anyway, cinching everything up.::

Kate says:
::Finds the door and tries to open it::

Host Computer says:
Bob: Current course is enroute to Klingon space.

Host Doc says:
Computer: Locate Captain O’Mallory.  ::remembering his shows::

Pam says:
::realizes that she's standing there stark naked:: Computer: Ok smarty, where are my clothes?

JM says:
::laughs:: Michael Taylor, that's a laugh.... alright "computer", if this is truly the real starship Gryphon, activate a site to site transport to the bridge for me, at once.

Heike says:
::falls asleep again::

Host Computer says:
ED: These quarters are not equipped for water showers.

Brett says:
Self: Alright, I'll play your silly game.  Computer:  Computer?

Kate says:
::Can’t seem to open the door:: Out loud: why won't you open!

Host Computer says:
DOC: Scans show Capt O'Mallory in his quarters.

Pam says:
::doesn't remember getting drunk last night::

Bob says:
Computer: Bring the ship to all stop.

Brett says:
<Computer> ::Beeps::

Host Doc says:
::stops::  Computer: You are to tell me that I AM Captain O'Mallory for real?

Robert says:
::sees a dagger, a gold uniform in the drawer::

Host Computer says:
Bob: Voice pattern not recognized... cannot comply.

Kate says:
Out loud: Why won't this door open...

JM says:
::Thinks "thank god I still have yesterday's clothes on”::

Robert says:
Computer: End program.

Host Computer says:
ACTION: NOTHING HAPPENS IN RESPONSE TO ROBERT'S REQUEST

Host Computer says:
Brett: State your request.

Bob says:
::drat figured as much... I don't think we want to go anywhere without knowing what is going on, better find a way to stop this sucker::

Host Computer says:
Kate: Question?

Brett says:
Computer: Tell me who I am, where I am, what ship this is, what year it is.

Host Computer says:
Brett: You are aboard the USS Gryphon, the date is 10111.18, and you are in the CMO's quarters... You are not recognized.

Robert says:
::Dress in the uniform and looks at the terminal on his desk::

Edward says:
::shakes his head, Self: Oh, My God. Is this a nightmare?

Bob says:
:;gets up and goes over to the helm console::

Pam says:
::looks around and grabs a blanket from the little bed:: Self: So that stupid machine won't answer me, well, there must be something around here I can wear. ::looks all around again::

Kate says:
Who is that..?

Bob says:
::looking for the magical manual override::

Heike says:
::dreams about a week in march::

Bob says:
::wishes he had his TM here... ::

Brett says:
::Belts on the disrupter pistol::  Thinks: Cool. Hopes he doesn't have to touch it or he might shoot his foot off.::

Pam says:
::sits down on the bed and thinks::

Kate says:
Computer: Question yes, ....why can't I open this door?

Host Doc says:
::begins to put on uniform::  Self: Not bad....

JM says:
Computer: Activate a site to site transport to the bridge for me, at once.

Host Computer says:
JM: Voice pattern not recognized.. cannot comply.

Edward says:
::dresses up with an uniform that he found::

Host Doc says:
Self: This is one crazy dream...but might as well play along.

Robert says:
Computer: Display programming information in C++ on the terminal in this quarters.

Bob says:
::finds the manual override, the console looks like the standard ones from the CD-ROMs and shows... lets try it out::

Bob says:
:: hits the manual override::

Pam says:
Self: This is weird, I mean really weird. It looks like my ST game that I play on the ‘puter.

Host Doc says:
::wants to go to Bridge, but not sure how to get there::  Ummm Computer: How do I get to the 'Bridge'?

Host Doc says:
::waiting to see if this is just a movie set::


Robert says:
Computer: Who am I?

Pam says:
::a light bulb lights up over her head:: Self: Ahuh!!!!!

Kate says:
::Finds a button, opening the door::

Host Computer says:
ACTION: KATE'S DOOR OPENS

Brett says:
Computer: Alright, what is the current crew compliment of the Gryphon?  And where is Lt.Jg. Turok?

Host Computer says:
Brett: Current crew compliment is 750 personnel.  Lt.JG Turok’s location is unknown.

JM says:
Computer: Fine I'll walk...

Edward says:
Computer: Who am I?

Heike says:
::sleeps peacefully::

JM says:
Computer: Can you detect anyone on the ship whose voice is recognized?

Host Computer says:
JM: Negative.

Bob says:
:: attempts to drop the ship out of warp using the manual helm controls::

Pam says:
Computer: Is Cassie Adams on board this ship?

Host Computer says:
Pam: Yes.

Kate says:
::Pokes her head out of the room, looks around, seeing no one walks out::

JM says:
Self: Shouldn't have gone to see Harry Potter yesterday...

Robert says:
::notices the computers long lag time::

JM says:
Self: Because of it, this almost seems normal...

Robert says:
Computer: CTRL+ALT+DEL


JM says:
Computer: How many other life forms are onboard?

Host Computer says:
JM: There is a total of 12 life forms currently aboard.

Kate says:
::Walks down the hall way and knocks on the first door she comes by::

Host Doc says:
::approaches doors and they open by themselves::  Self: Cool...

JM says:
::Enters the TL::

Kate says:
Self: this is some dream...

Brett says:
Computer: Current personnel is 750?  O.k.  Please notify the commanding officer, or the executive officer that I am here and wish to speak to one of them.

Host Computer says:
Brett: Will comply.

JM says:
Computer: Huh.... Bridge.... I guess?

Host Doc says:
::looks down hallway, not sure which way to go::  Self: Ok...now which way?

JM says:
Computer: Name them.

Robert says:
::calls up the OS Version.....WINDOWS XXXXXXXXP :::

Pam says:
::stands and walks to a closet and opens it:: Self: I knew it, uniforms, Cassie's uniforms. ::takes one and looks at it.:: No way this is gonna fit me.

Host Computer says:
ACTION: SHIP STOPS IN SPACE

Bob says:
::AHA!!!!  Q'Pla::

Kate says:
::Knocks again, still nothing::

Heike says:
::needs to go for little sleepy Heike's and rolls off her mattress...and falls out of bed again, mumbles:: Couldn't remember the mattress being so high

Host Doc says:
::approaches what looks like a elevator and it opens::

Bob says:
::now that the ship is stopped, heads over to the Sci station at the back of the bridge and attempts to access LCARs::

Brett says:
::Goes to the replicator and gets coffee.  After three tries gets it the way he likes it::

Host Doc says:
::gets in and doors close.  Sees no buttons for up or down::

Robert says:
::exits the room he was in and heads for the nearest TL::

Heike says:
::wants to crawl to the stairs to climb downstairs and feels no stairs::

Host Computer says:
*CO* Capt O'Mallory, your presence has been requested by the individual in the CMO's quarters.

Edward says:
::opens the door::

Pam says:
::wraps the blanket around her and heads for the door again:: Self: Let's see, I talk to the computer....yeah. Computer, open the door to Cmdr. Adam's quarters.

Host Doc says:
::snaps fingers::  Self: Right...

Kate says:
::Tries the computer again as she walks down the hall way:: Computer: where am i?

Heike says:
::opens one sleepy eye::

Host Doc says:
Computer: Ok...and where is that?

Bob says:
:;checks the Stardate.. well, its after the War, so nobody is going to come and shoot us up just for S&G::

JM says:
::Gets on the bridge::

Kate says:
::Sees some one open the door:: ED: Who are you...?

JM says:
Bob: Who are you?

Pam says:
Computer: Hey computer, open the darn door...

Brett says:
::Sits down to wait for the CO.  Thinks "this is pretty cool though.  Always wanted to do this.  Wonders just what the heck, exactly, IS going on.::

Bob says:
::hears the bridge doors swoosh and turns to see who is there:: Who are you?

Host Computer says:
DOC: Please restate question.

Heike says:
::pinches herself::

Robert says:
::enters the turbolift:: TL: Bridge.

Bob says:
JM: Bob Mercer

Host Computer says:
Pam: Specify which door.

Host Doc says:
Computer: ahhh...CMO's quarters.

Heike says:
Self: Now who stole my stairs?

Edward says:
Kate: I am trying to finding out. Let's stay together.

Host Computer says:
Doc: The CMO's quarters are on deck 4.

Pam says:
Computer: I told you, Cmdr. Adams' door.

Robert says:
::feels the turbolift move::

JM says:
::Thinks for a second:: JM: Aren't you the one who once played the civilian and Tesla?

Host Doc says:
Computer: Ok...take me to deck 4.

Heike says:
::opens the other eye::

Pam says:
::stands there laughing::

Kate says:
Ed: Sounds like a plan to me, I keep trying to talk to the computer thing, but it doesn't like me much

Bob says:
JM: Ah, ACTD.. ya, that's me.. and you are?

Host Computer says:
Pam: There is no Commander Adams assigned to the Gryphon.

Pam says:
Self: Well it was worth a shot.

JM says:
Bob: My name is Jean-Michel but you probably know me as JM.

Brett says:
::Wonders why he couldn't have popped up next to August Spencer on Starbase 80.::

Robert says:
::feels the turbolift door open and enters the bridge::

Edward says:
Kate: The Computer doesn't recognize at all. Let's try to find more people.

Bob says:
JM: Well, nice to e you, in the flesh, so to speak....  so WTH is going on here, any clue?

Pam says:
Computer: Ok, ok, just open Lt. Adams' door.

Host Computer says:
ACTION: LT ADAM'S DOOR OPENS

Kate says:
Ed: May I suggest that you put something on first...

Host Doc says:
::feels Elevator move and stop at deck 4, doors open.  Steps off::

Bob says:
JM:  I just stopped the ship, we were headed for Klingon space according to the computer.

Heike says:
Self: I think I need a coffee..... ::gets up and wonders faintly why she doesn't hit her head on the roof::

Robert says:
::sees two people:: JM/BOB: Who are you?

JM says:
Bob: Well, I think were kind of in our own fantasy in some way...

Bob says:
JM: Computer won't take voice commands, tho.. our voices don't match our character’s voices, it seems.

Host Doc says:
::finds doors of CMO and pushes door bell::

Pam says:
Self: Finally! ::holds the blanket tight and heads down the corridor:: All: Anybody here?

JM says:
::Looks at Robert:: Robert: I’m Jean-Michel... well, JM, and you?

Edward says:
Kate: Am I not dress up? ::glances::

Bob says:
::turns towards the new guy:: This is JM and I am Bob Mercer.. and you are?

Robert says:
Bob/JM: You guys try inputting your commands manually?

Robert says:
BOB/JM: Name’s Robert.

Heike says:
::stumbles through the door and stops dead, eyes wide as plates when she looks out the window:: Self: Ok, I do live in an attic but the stars are never so close.......

JM says:
Robert: I just woke up and got here.

Kate says:
ED: Good enough, lets go...so who are you, the name’s Kate.

Pam says:
Self: Let's see, I take a turbo thingy and go to the bridge I guess.

Host Doc says:
::waits to see if anyone answers::

Bob says:
Rob/JM: I used manual override to stop the ship--but I don't want to do too much besides that.. not without checking things out.

Robert says:
::heads over to a panel and uses Hunters User name and password::

Host Computer says:
ACTION: ROBERT GAINS ACCESS TO THAT CONSOLE

Brett says:
::Walks over to the door and punches the button next to it.  Figures it was locked since it didn't open automatically.  Watches the door open::

JM says:
::Goes to the FCO's console:: I always wondered how it worked...

Host Doc says:
Brett: Hi....ahhh, you called me?

Heike says:
::looks around then calls:: Uhm....Kate?

Pam says:
Self: Ok this must be it. ::stands in front as the doors open:: Whoaaahhhh , cool.

Bob says:
Robert: Cool, your manual access worked.. ::tries his on his console::

Edward says:
Kate: My name is Edward, but I am not sure what I am doing here?

Brett says:
Doc: Yeah, uhh, I'm not supposed to be here.  ::Smiles and shrugs::


Pam says:
::steps inside:: Computer: Take me to the bridge please.

Host Computer says:
ACTION: TURBOLIFT HESITATES THEN MOVES TOWARD BRIDGE

Edward says:
Kate: Hey, Someone is calling you.

Heike says:
::hears no answer:: Self: This is one weird dream...

JM says:
::Smiles:: Bob/Rob: It thinks that we're our characters...

Bob says:
Computer: Display current mission orders.

Robert says:
::calls up voice command authorize and manual orders the computer to record his voice pattern for his authorize:: Computer: Recognize this voice.

Host Doc says:
Brett: I don't think I am suppose to be here either...name’s Patrick, but you can call me Doc. ::shakes hand::

JM says:
::Puts in Taylor's username and password in the console::

Kate says:
Ed: don't think so...humm let me try this computer thing again, Computer: who is this standing beside me?

Host Computer says:
Kate: Scans indicate that individual is LtJG Edward On.

Host Computer says:
ACTION: JM GAINS ACCESS

JM says:
Self: Cool...

Bob says:
JM: Ya, except the voice recognition isn't right... ::sees what Robert is doing::

Pam says:
::grabs the wall:: Self: Sheesh, this is scary.

Heike says:
Self: Nice dream...... ::wonders if her boy friend is here somewhere, too::

Robert says:
Computer: Voice recognition CMDR Hunter.

JM says:
::Taps on a few buttons making sure that they are not going to destroy the ship::

Host Computer says:
Robert: Repeat request slowly.

Kate says:
Ed: LtJG.....Computer: Who am I?

Host Computer says:
Kate: Scans indicate you are Ensign Marshal Sachs.

Bob says:
::waits to see if the voice recognize will now work for Robert::

Pam says:
::waits for the doors to open and then steps out onto the bridge:: All: Holy smokes! A whole bunch of people.

Brett says:
Doc:  ::smiles::  Well hey Patrick!  Congratulations on your first command!  So are the rest of our crew here too?  ::notices the corridors are very quiet and figures the computer misunderstood his request for the number of people on board.::

Robert says:
Computer: Voice Id.  Who am I?

Host Computer says:
ROB: Unknown.  By voice recognition, scans indicate you are LCDR Hunter.

Edward says:
Kate: It must be a malfunction of the systems, but it does recognize us all.

JM says:
Bob/Rob: I'll try to access OPS' transporter controls and beam everyone on the bridge...

Host Doc says:
Brett: Don’t know...I was on the way to the Bridge.  Wanna go?

Pam says:
::pulls her blanket tighter:: All: Hello, anyone know what's going on?

Heike says:
::walks to the door and straight at it::

Kate says:
::Waits for the computer to answer:: Self: Slow...must not like me. ::Smiles::

Robert says:
::manually orders the computer to record his pattern:: Computer: Record this voice for LTCMDR Hunter.

Host Computer says:
Rob: New voice pattern registered.

Heike says:
::hits her head on it:: Self: Ouch! Hey that usually works in a dream..

JM says:
Bob: I think I got transporter control... I'll try to beam someone on the bridge...

Brett says:
Doc: Sure.  Lead on.

Heike says:
Self:: Oh well.... ::hits all the buttons on the panel next to the door::

Host Computer says:
ACTION: DOOR BEFORE HEIKE JUST KEEPS OPENING AND CLOSING

Host Doc says:
Brett: Ok...this is the way to the elevator...I mean 'Turbo Lift'.

Bob says:
::repeats what Rob did in order to get voice commands to work for him::

Kate says:
::Looks at ed confused look:: Self: really...

JM says:
Computer: Your voice recognition system is malfunctioning, you are not recognizing our voices, give us full access.

Robert says:
Computer: How many people are onboard?

Host Computer says:
Rob: 12.

Brett says:
Doc: So, you figure we're at Paramount or Las Vegas?

JM says:
Thinks: Might work...

Pam says:
::walks across the bridge:: All: Hello? Somebody care to explain all of this?

Kate says:
Ed: Interesting, I guess the name’s marshal..

Edward says:
Kate: We must head to ME, maybe I can do something there. ::gives hand to Kate:: Follow me.

Robert says:
JM: Manually order the computer to record your voice.

Robert says:
Computer: Open shipwide channel

JM says:
Pam: Who are you?

Host Doc says:
::gets to TL and it opens::  Brett: Haven't been to either? Vegas?

Heike says:
::looks at the door for a while then slips through and sticks her tongue out to the door::

Host Computer says:
Rob: Channel open.

Kate says:
Ed: Would the bridge or something like that be more practical?

Host Doc says:
::gets in::  Computer: Bridge please.

Pam says:
::sees this teenager in front of her:: JM: I'm Pam, you are  you?

JM says:
::Tries to beam  Heike to the bridge::

Host Computer says:
ACTION: HEIKE IS BEAMED TO BRIDGE

Host Computer says:
ACTION: AGAIN TURBOLIFT HESITATES, THEN TAKES DOC TO BRIDGE

Heike says:
::wanders around aimlessly::

Brett says:
::enters the TL::  Doc: Well, I mean we must be on a movie set or something.  So, Paramount studios or the Experience?  Or....man, wouldn't it be cool if we were really...?

JM says:
::smiles:: It's your other Canadian friend of the Gryphon...

Bob says:
::checks status of engineering plant and life support.. computer says everything is working OK, so he leaves it alone::

Robert says:
*ALL Personal* This is Robert, AKA LTCMDR Hunter.  The computer seems to think we are Starfleet officers.  Login into a panel manually and instruct the computer to record a new voice pattern for you.

Kate says:
::Grabs a hold of Ed’s hand:: Ed: Come on...the bridge...

Edward says:
Kate: Yes, it could be, from the bridge we can get access from the computer of the ship. Let's go.

JM says:
Self: Wow, it worked!

Robert says:
Computer: are there any other starships near by?

Heike says:
::thinks: hey I could check what a warp core breach looks like. It’s just a dream after all::

Pam says:
JM: Ahhh, right JM, Trish showed me a picture of you.


Host Computer says:
Rob: Define "nearby".

Pam says:
JM: Boy you're young.

Robert says:
Computer: Within one day’s travel at max safe warp speed.

Kate says:
::Heads to what looks like the turbolift, still holding Ed’s hand:: Ed: Slow poke..

JM says:
::shrugs:: Pam: Boy, you're old ::winks with a smile::

Host Doc says:
Brett: Real?  Can't be...right?

Host Computer says:
Rob: SRS indicate no other ships within that range.

Heike says:
Self: Hmmmm I need a map. ::thinks then giggles:: Oh computer? Little computer? Are you there?

Host Computer says:
Heike: The computer is online.

Robert says:
Computer: Is there any Starbase within that range?

Host Computer says:
Rob: Nearest Federation Starbase is 23 light years from this position.

Pam says:
JM: Well I am, can't change that. So what's going on here?

JM says:
::Records a new voice pattern for LCDR Taylor::

JM says:
Pam: We're trying to gain control...

Host Doc says:
::TL stops and open onto Bridge::  Brett: Cool...

Kate says:
::Getting in the TL:: Computer: Bridge....

Brett says:
Doc: Who knows?  Well, let's see what's going on then.

Bob says:
Robert: I think it might be a good idea to put this thing on course to the nearest Starbase... what do you think? Fooling around with this stuff is going to get us killed or we are going to run into somebody who maybe doesn't like the UFP or something....

JM says:
Computer: Do you recognize my voice now?

Robert says:
Bob: Agreed.  I am trying to find something right now.

Pam says:
JM: This is silly, it's not real.

Brett says:
ALL: Captain on Deck!!

Host Doc says:
::walks out::  All: Hi All....

Edward says:
::enters the turbolift with Kate:: Kate: We are on our way to the bridge

Heike says:
::grins:: Self: Hey this is way cool! Computer: Uhm, I wanna have a coffee first. where can I get it?

Brett says:
::Grins at Doc::

Host Computer says:
ACTION: TURBOLIFT SLOWLY TAKES KATE TO BRIDGE

Kate says:
::Grins::

Robert says:
Computer: Restrict All access to critical systems.

Bob says:
Computer: What is the nearest Starbase and what is travel time there at standard cruise warp velocity?

JM says:
Pam: it doesn't get any more real than that, I just saw Heike get beamed on the bridge...

Pam says:
::looks over at someone yelling:: JM: Who’s that?

Kate says:
Exits the TL and takes a good look around:: wow..

Bob says:
Rob: OK, Rob already found that out.

Robert says:
Computer: Are there any wormholes near by?

Pam says:
::points to another man::

Robert says:
Bob: I want to check for one thing first.


JM says:
Pam: I should I know?

Host Doc says:
Brett: Ok...you can stop that. ::smiles::

Kate says:
::Looks around, seeing people, not sure who they are::

Bob says:
Rob: The detritus of our last mission? That why you asked about the wormhole?

Brett says:
::Sees JM and a few others.::  Self: Well, the gang's all here.  Mostly.

Robert says:
Bob: Yeah....

Robert says:
Computer: Locate Tim.

Edward says:
::looks around the bridge, still with Kate and sees some people::

Host Doc says:
::sees command chair and heads for it::

Host Computer says:
Bob: Nearest Starbase is the resupply station, K-34 r 7, 18 light years.

Edward says:
Kate: Do you know this people?

Pam says:
::shrugs her shoulders and walks around, spotting another familiar face:: Brett: I know you, you're Brett right, Trish's husband?

Heike says:
Computer: Hmmmm. Hey, I want a coffee!

Host Doc says:
All: Ok...guess I am in charge...well, sort of.

Bob says:
Computer: Set course for resupply station K-34r7, and stand by to engage.

Kate says:
Out loud: Good day all, I have a hint I should know you people, but I don't....the name’s Kate.. umm, Marshal Sachs...

Host Computer says:
ACTION: COMPUTER REGISTERS TAYLOR'S NEW VOICE PATTERN

Bob says:
::Looks at Doc and thinks... ya, right::

Brett says:
Pam: ::smiles::  Yep!  And you must be Pam.  Shall I growl at you now?


Robert says:
Computer: Are there any wormholes nearby? and is there a SM on board?

JM says:
Computer: Computer, only by voice recognition, who am I?

Bob says:
Rob: It doesn't know what an AGM is... and they aren't AGMs any more. ::grins::

Kate says:
Ed: Now that’s done, we should change our voice code things..

Pam says:
::laughs:: Brett: You can growl at me anytime, just don't use your dagger on me again.

Host Computer says:
Bob: Voice command pattern not recognized.

Host Doc says:
Pam: Pam!  Well, shall I call you Serena or Cassie...hehe.

Heike says:
::sings:: A dream without a coffee is not a happy dream....

Edward says:
Kate: All right, let's do that.

Host Computer says:
Rob: No wormholes nearby; term AGM not recognized.

Pam says:
::turns around:: Doc: Pat?

Robert says:
Computer: Are there any SM, SC, FM, or GM around?

Host Computer says:
Rob: Negative.

Brett says:
::Spots Robert and walks over::  Robert; Hey Robert.  I'm Brett.  What were you saying over the PA about the voice authorization thing?

Kate says:
::Hears Pam’s name:: Runs over and give her a hug:: Pam: Howdy....

JM says:
All: Maybe Tim experimented with a spell and is watching over us in a crystal ball or whatever. ::smiles::

Heike says:
::wanders around peeking here and there::

Robert says:
Brett: Log in manually....instruct the computer to record a new voice for you.

Bob says:
::redoes his voice code recording and tries again::

Host Computer says:
BOB: Course set... Standing by.

Pam says:
Kate: Who are you?

Bob says:
Rob: I have a course set for the nearest base... some resupply base.

Host Doc says:
Pam: How are you doing? Say, not your Steamrunner class I see.

JM says:
Computer: Computer how many people are on the ship, excluding the ones on the bridge?

Host Computer says:
JM: 4.

Kate says:
Pam: well... I have many name, Kate will do.. ::Smiles::

Brett says:
JM: Unless Tim really studies those witchy books Trish recommended to him, I don't think a spell is the answer.  ::Logs on to the computer, feeling his way through the unfamiliar interface::

Robert says:
Computer: Where are the other 740 personnel?

Host Computer says:
Rob: Unknown.

Heike says:
::finds Sickbay and walks in:: Self: Hehee, the Klingon's world...

Kate says:
::Motions Ed to come over::

Pam says:
Doc: I'm confused as usual but ok. How's the television business going?

JM says:
Brett: I did say or whatever, Brett. ::smiles::

Robert says:
Computer: When where the last on board?

Host Doc says:
Pam: Well, not bad...but this is something I never experienced in TV.

Edward says:
::gets closer to Kate:: Kate: I am here.

Pam says:
Kate: Hi Kate, or Jackie I guess. This isn't like IM is it?


JM says:
Computer: Are there any ships on LRS?

Heike says:
::stretches out on the biobed::

Host Computer says:
JM: Negative.

Brett says:
::records a new voice print for himself.::

Pam says:
Doc: Well I think we're all crazy at the moment.

Heike says:
Self: Very uncomfy. I'll never get Shania sick or hurt...

JM says:
Computer: Warn me if there ever are any. That's an order.

Host Computer says:
JM: Will comply.

JM says:
::smiles::

Kate says:
Pam:  Jackie it is, well this is interesting....and it's not your IM.

Host Doc says:
Computer: Ok...what are our mission orders then?  ::plays along::

Host Computer says:
Doc: Current orders are to rendezvous with a Sovereign class vessel and patrol Klingon border.

Bob says:
::looks around the Bridge and sees a small crowd:: PEOPLE!!!! ::trying to attract attention and get everybody focused::

JM says:
::Looks at Bob::

Kate says:
Out loud: Where’d Ed go...

Pam says:
::whispers:: Kate/Doc: Anyone know where I can get some clothes? ::indicates the blanket::

Brett says:
::Looks over at the one trying to get attention, doesn't know him::

Edward says:
::sees Pam near Kate:: Pam: Hello.

Robert says:
::looks at bob::


Pam says:
Edward: And you are?

Host Doc says:
Pam: Wish Julia could be here for THIS one.

Heike says:
::gets up and walks to the doctor's office to check it out::

Bob says:
All: People, I am Bob Mercer.... this is Robert, the CTO and JM. :;points them out::

Edward says:
Pam: I am Edward On, I believe.

Pam says:
Doc: She'd love it I bet.

Heike says:
::yawns loudly::

Kate says:
::offers Pam her jacket:: Pam: didn't spend much time in your quarters ah..

Host Doc says:
Self: Ok...this is one h... of a simulation.

Pam says:
::shakes Ed's hand:: Edward: Nice to meet you Ed.

Bob says:
All: We are in big trouble here, I think......  we aren't qualified to operate this ship....  because we aren't our characters.

Kate says:
Pam: Ask the computer for one...

Heike says:
::leaves Sickbay and turns right::

Host Doc says:
Computer: Lay in course for this Sovereign class starship and engage at ...Warp 6.

Edward says:
Pam: Nice to meet you, too. ::shakes hands::

Pam says:
Kate: Those uniforms are not going to fit me....remember Cassie's a girl and well I'm not...::smiles::

Host Computer says:
ACTION: GRYPHON TAKES OFF AT WARP 6

Bob says:
ALL: We need to either call for help or use the autopilot to go to help... ::sees Doc:; WHAT are you doing!!!!!!!?

Robert says:
All: I agree with Bob.

Host Computer says:
<<<Pause mission>>>
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